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1 Claim. (Cl. 153-11) 

This invention relates to a hook forming machine for 
forming hooks on can body blanks. 

In forming hooks on can body blanks, i. e., hooks 
which are employed to form the side seams of can bodies, 
it is essential that the hooks be formed accurately and 
at a high speed.‘ Accuracy is essential because, other 
wise, faulty side seams will result. High speed is essen 
tial because of competitive conditions prevailing in the 
can industry. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
improved hook forming machine for forming hooks on 
can body blanks. 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 

machine capable of forming hooks on can body blanks 
at a high speed. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a ma 

chine capable of forming books on can body blanks with 
great accuracy and at high speed. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
hook forming machine of the character for the purpose 
described having a simpli?ed construction. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a hook 

forming machine of the character and for the purpose de 
scribed which is easily adjustable. 
Yet another object is to provide a hook forming ma 

chine of the character and for the purpose described 
which is easily timed, and in which the timing of the 
several elements of the machine with respect to each 
other, and of the machine as a whole with respect to 
other elements of a can body maker line, is facilitated by 
the provision of a common drive from a single crank 
shaft. 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 

machine having some or all of the advantageous features 
described herein and which is generally useful for the 
purpose of bending sheet metal objects and the like. 

These and other objects of the invention will be appar 
ent from the ensuing description and the appended 
claims. , 

One form of the invention is illustrated by way of 
example in the accompanying drawings and is described 
hereinafter. ' 

, Referring to the drawings: ’ 

. Figure 1 is a view, partly in end elevation and'partly 
in transverse section, of both the left and right-hand hook 
forming assemblies of a hook forming machine con 
structed in accordance with the invention. 

Figure 2 is a fragmentary view similar to that of Figure 
1 but on a larger scale and in which certain of the parts 
shown in Figure l are omitted. In Figure 2 the machine 
is shown at a different stage of operation than‘illustrated 
in Figure 1. ' ' " . 3 

Figure 3 is similar to Figure 2, but illustrates the 
machine at a later stage in the operating cycle. 

Figure 4 is a top view of the right-hand assembly of 
Figure 2. i 
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Figure 5 is a side elevation as seen from the right of 
Figure 2. - 

Figure 6 is a section taken along the line 6—6 'of 
Figure 2. 

Figure 7 is a section taken along the lines 7—7 of 
Figure 2. 

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly 
to Figure 1, the machine as a whole is designated as 10 
and it comprises more or less identical left- and right 
hand assemblies which are designated as 11a and 11b, re 
spectively. These assemblies are substantially identical 
and the ensuing description will be con?ned, for the most ' 
part, to the right-hand assembly 11b. Each assembly is 
mounted on frame members 12, the spacing of which 
may be adjusted by any suitable means (not shown) for 
can body blanks of di?erent lengths. 
The assemblies 11a and 11b have common drive in 

the form of a single crankshaft 13, which may also be 
employed to operate a notching machine in advance of 
the hook forming machine, and also to operate a can 
body maker for interlocking the hooks formed by the 
machine of Figure l and forming side seams therefrom. 
For example, the crankshaft 13 may be employed to oper- 1' 
ate the notching machine described and claimed in my 
co-pending application Serial No. 213,582, ?led March‘ 
2, 1951, entitled “Notching Machine,” now U. S. Patent 
No. 2,695,061, granted November 23, 1954,. and the 
body maker described and claimed in my co-pending ap 
plication Serial No. 165,617, ?led June 2, 1950, entitled 
“Can Body Maker,” now U. S. Patent No. 2,656,806, 
granted October 27, 1953. 
As illustrated, the crankshaft 13 is provided with an 

eccentric 14 on which is rotatably mounted a split‘ strap 
14a whose parts are clamped together by means of cap 
screws 15. One half of the strap 14a is integral with 
one end of a connecting rod 16, the other end of which 
is rotatably connected at 16a to a rocker 17. The rocker 
17 is rotatably mounted on a rocker shaft 18 which 
provides a fulcrum for the rocker. The right-hand end 
or arm of the rocker 17 is ‘rotatably connected at 25 vto 
the lower end of an adjustable connecting rod 26, the 
upper end of which is rotatably connected to a shaft 27. 
The left-hand end or arm of the rocker 17 is similarly, 
connected to an adjustable connecting rod 26 which is‘ 
similarly connected to a shaft 27. ' 

Referring to Figures 1 and 2, it will be seen that can, 
body blanks such as the blank shown at 28 are carried 

‘ by a feed table 29 along which they are conveyed by_ 
any suitable means (not shown), such as reciprocating 
dogs. The blanks 28 are registered at the hook forming 
station by suitable registering means such aspshown at 
30. The registry means 30 are not shown in detail, and‘ 
any of several known types of registry means may be 
used. 

Referring to Figures 2 and 3, it will be'seen that each. 
body blank 28 protrudes beyond the edges of the feed 
table 29 and that the protruding edges are'formed'int'o 
hooks-in two stages. 
as shown at 31 in Figure 2 and then a hook is formed 
which, as shown at 32 in Figure 3, forms an acute angle‘ 
with the plane of the body blank. Preferably this angle _ 
is about 30°, but the precise angle may be varied. . 
The means for accomplishing this hook formation-will , 

now be described in detail. Referring more particularly 
to Figures 2 and 7, it will be seen that a U-shaped link 
33 is provided having arms 34 which are rotatably 
mounted on theshaft 27, and that the link '33 is'formed" 
at its outer or right-hand end,‘ as viewed in Figure 7, with 
a collar 35 which is rotatable on a shaft 36. The shaft' 
36 is ?xed by means of set screws 37 to brackets 38 which ’ 

i are clamped, as by means of cap screws 45, to key mem 

First a right angular hook is formedf 
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bcrs 46 which are‘keyed alt-47 to-frame members 48. This 
arrangementallows theentire unit 11b .to be shifted along 
the length of the frame, e. g. ,to adjust the spacing of the 
hookforming machine and other associated machines’ 
such as :amotchirig ‘machine :and ‘a body maker, :forcan 
body blanks of diiferent widths. - 
As shown ‘in Figures '1 and 2, ‘one of :the arms 34 ‘of 

the U-shaped link 33 is formed with an upright‘bracket 
49 which is ‘formed with a slot 50. The slot 50 is :best 
shown in Figure 7. A cam 51 is rotatable on the shaft 
36;:adjacent ttherhracket49 and it is clamped to the bracket 
49 Iby:the means .of .ascrew 52 extending through the slot 
50 and arwas‘her 53. It will be :apparent that the .cam 51 

p can hereadily adjusted by ‘looseningithe screw :52,- shift 
ing ithe .eam :51andx’then tightening therscrew .52 when 
suitableadjustmenthas been made. 
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"131: mm 51 :is formed at its upper end with a low . 
dwell-54,.azrise?5 and aihighsdwell56. It is in engage 

1 mentwitha roller-.57 which isirotatable on an extension 
’ 58 of one branch or amnSQofaU-shaped lever 60. . The 

Iever160>is shown in'elesiation iniFigure 2 audio .top plan 
inrFigure-Al. The arms59 ,ofithe lever ‘.60 are rotatable on 
stub shafts 165 which are clamped to ‘frame members 66 
bycap screws ‘.67.. ‘ Theinner orleft-hand end of the lever 
60,;as viewedin Figure 2, is formed‘with a clamping head 
68 which carries -a iyieldable clamping member '69 which 

' keyed intoa recess 69a formed .in ‘the clamping head 
and is urged downwardly by an expansion spring 70. 
Aiso?xed to the-clamping .head'and forming a partthereof 
is-a forming die?7r1 havinga lip 72. The lip 72 is formed 
at the angle fto‘whichzit ‘is adesiredpto .bend the can body 
hooksttfor example, in :the preferred embodiment, it is, 
formed at anangle of 30 °,. ~ 

It be apparent that, as the crankshaft 13 rotates 
.7 and rocks the rocker 17, the cam “51 will oscillate about " 

the axisof its shaft 36 and that the action thereof 'on' 
the roller 57 will'rock or oscillate the :lever 60. vIt will, 
therefore, be apparent that the clamping head :63 will 
alternately descend, clamp a body blank28 to the ‘feed 
table .29 for the 'hookforming operation and thenascend 
to release :the body blank .for forward :travel, e. g, to 
a ‘can {body maker. ‘The yieldable clamping member 769 
will clamp each body blank ‘to :the feed table :prior to ‘the 
end of the vdown stroke of the clamping head and will 
serve to hold the body ~lankinposition during this inter 

.The shaft 27 also rotatably carries arms 80 which are 
integralvat ‘their ‘upper .ends with a steel holder .or head 
81. A hook forming steel or die 82 having 'a-plane, ver- ' 
tical face 82a is keyed into ‘a dovetailrecess :83 formed in 
the head 31 and a is formed with'adip .84:which is coop- ‘ 
erable ‘with .the die 71 and whose ifaceforms the same 
angle with ,the horizontal as the lip 72. The steel or die 
82.jsclampedto the head by'means .of a gib :85 and ‘screws 
86 (see :Figure v4-). 
stroke-the ilip 8441f the steel 201' die 82 :bears against and 
isguided by .a machined insert 86 ?ned to the frame of 
the machine. The head 81 and the steel or die 82 are 

' also guided for ,vertical movement from the-position shown 
in Figural to the position shown .in Figure 2, that is, until 
the'hookfonning lips 72 and Mareinthe samehor'izontal 
plane, hy,guide meansincluding a tension spring :88 which 
is connectedat one end to a pin 89 ?xed tothe head 81 
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During the initial part of its up w ' 

, , of a completeibody maker line "is facilitated, and {the 
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and at its other .end ‘.tora pin‘ 90 ?xed to a bracket v91. ‘ 
The guide .meansalso includes a roller 92 which is rotat 
ably mounted on .thebracket 91, and 'an adjustable cam 
93¢which is ?xed‘to the head-'81.‘ The cam 93 is formed 
at itslower end with a rise .94 and along its upper portion 
with a vertical dwell 95. 
spring .88. will maintain the cam 93in engagement with 
ther?ll?rQZ-and that whenthe head 81 located between 
the, position ignre ‘1 :and :that. in, Figure ‘2, the 
spring 8.8211(11'01181' -92 willmaintain the head ina vertical 
position. It will also be apparent't‘hat, ‘asthe head 81 
moves upwardly from, 111$ position :shown in Figure 2 

It will be apparent that the 
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4 
to'that shown in Figure 3 the action of the rise '94‘ against 
the roller 92 will rock the .head 81, and with it the steel 
82 and the lip 84 in counterclockwise direction as viewed 
in Figure 3. It will, therefore, be apparent that, during 
the initial stage of the up stroke of the head 81 and the 
steel'or die 82, the latter'will move vertically and will 
bend the protruding end of -a can body blank at'a right 
angle as'shown in Figure 2. ~It will also be apparent 
that during the remainder of the upstroke, i. e., while 
moving from the position shown inlFigure 210 that shown - 
in Figure 3, the steel or .die '82 will be rocked to bend the 
right angle hook to a sharp angle. - ' 
The ,cam 93 'is adjustable 'vert-icallyby the means which 

will now be described in .detail. Referring'to Figures 2, 
4 and 6, the cam ‘93 is ‘keyed ‘into a dovetail, longitudinal 
slot 96 formed in the head 81. A bracket 100 is ?xed 
to the upper end of the cam 93 by a cap screw 101 and 
it is formed at its inner or left-hand, as viewed in Figure, 2, 
with a -UFshaped recess 102 to receive .a shoulder :screw 
102a which is threaded into the head‘JSl as shown .at 103'. 
in Figure 2. ltwillbe apparentthat, by .turningthescreW ' 
10211 the .cam 93 ‘will be raised or lowered in its slot ‘95; 
When suitably adjusted, the cam 93 is clamped in adjusted 
position :bysneans of .a .gib 1'04 and caps-screws 105.. 
in operation, and referring only .to "the right-hand 

assembly .1111, as the crankshaft 13 rotates, the con 
necting rod 26 will reciprocate, thereby causing ‘through . . 
the medium of thelink33, the cam .51 and the ilever?ll, , 
the clamping head 68 ,to alternately clamp body blanks 
to the feed table and release them for'forward movement 
to a body maker. 

loosening the screw 52, shifting the cam 51 relativelyto 
its :snpporftingarm 49 and then tightening the screw 52.’ 
Simultaneously with the operation of themclamping head 
68, the head 81 and with it the hook forming steel '82. 
are reciprocated' to bend the protruding edge of :a body . 
blank,‘?rstito a right angle as shown in Figure 2 and then I 
to an angle of 30° as shown in :Figure 3 to form a ?nished 
hook. Timing of ‘this operation is readily accomplished 
by loosening screws 105 in gib 104, turning the shoulder 
screw 102a and'then tightening the screws 105 when suit-. 
able adjustment has been made. On the down stroke, 
of course, the spring’ 8 will return the head 81 to the a 
vertical position-shown in Figure 2. ' 
The left-‘hand assembly ‘131a operates identically and 

has identical parts, ‘which are similarly numbered; How 
ever, .it :will be seen that the hook. is bent downwardly 
and the parts are, therefore, reversed. ' V " 

Among the numerous advantages of the machine thus 
described may be mentioned the following: 7 
The two parts of the. assembly, that is to, say, the right 

and left-handasserriblies 11a and 11b, are operated in 
preciselytimed relation by means of a single crankshaft _ . 
and a single ‘rocker. Since this same crankshaft mayfhe 
usedfor-otherelements of a can body ‘maker line, such: 
as a notching machine and a body maker, precise timing 

number of .moving parts is greatly reduced. 7' 
Timing of the, several elements of the machine, for 

example, of the can body clamping :means'and-o'f the’ 
hook .forming steel or die, .is easily and speedily accom 
plished by .the means described hereina-bove. Asa ‘whole " ' 
the machine of myin-vention is simple, is ‘easily adjusted: 
and it is easily repaired. Interchange or replacement 
of parts is easily and speedilyaccomplished, The machine 
is capable of high speed, dependable operation and-it 
forms hooks with great accuracy. ' vSlides are unnecessary 
for guiding the forming tools, which prevents ,gallingand 7 
other tli?icu'ltiesv inherent in slide 7 structures. 

I claim: ' 

A can body‘ho'ok *formingmachine comprising.arsta-v ' 
tionary frame, a horizontal table ?xed to said frame for 
supporting a can‘body blank thereon with an edge of the. 
blank projecting beyond an edge of said table, a‘ pa'ir'of 

Timing of this operation is readily ' 
accomplished by adjustment of :the cam :51, i. e., by 
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parallel generally horizontally disposed levers pivoted to 
said frame for oscillatory movement about a ?rst hori 
zontal axis parallel to said edge of said table, a‘ pair of 
generally vertically disposed arms pivotally mounted at 
one end on free ends of said levers for pivotal movement 
about a second horizontal axis parallel to said edge of 
said table, a hook forming tool secured to the free ends 
of said arms, said tool having a ?at vertical surface facing 
said edge of said table and arranged to engage the pro 
jecting edge of the body blank, said tool having a lip 
at one end of said ?at vertical surface, a roller secured 
to said frame and rotatable about an axis parallel to 
said edge of said table, cam means ?xed to said arms, 
spring means resiliently urging said cam means into en 
gagement with said roller, said cam means having a 
vertical dwell portion causing said tool to partake of an 
increment of vertical movement upon oscillation of said 
levers, such increment of vertical movement causing said 
?at vertical surface of said tool to slide vertically relative 
to the projecting edge of the blank and subsequently 
causing said lip to engage and bend such projecting edge 
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6 
to substantially a 90° angle to the blank, and said cam 
means having a rise portion causing said tool to rock 
toward said edge of said table after such 90° angle has 
been formed in the blank to thereby cause said lip to 
effect an acute angle fold in the blank. 
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